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A New Test for Strict Positive .Realness
Brian D. 0. Anderson. Mohamed Mansour.
and Frantisek I. Kraus
Absmct- Suppose w(s) = p(s)/q(d) is a real rational function. with
p(s),q(s) polynomials. This p s p r prewnts a test for the strid positive
realness of w(.) expressed in terms of the values assumed by p(s),g(s)
at a finite set of points s = jwi, i = 0 . . ..,N, w. = o and w~ = m.
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If p(jw) can be zero in [wl,iizI. we proceed as follows:
C) a r g w and A
;: argp(jw) are not defined if p(jw1) = 0
PI,w,I
or ~ ( i w z )= 0
d) at each zero of p(jw) in ( W I , * ~ Zwe
) shall say that
:A argp(jw) undergoes a jump decrease of rr as w moves
through the zero.
Note that d) is a convention: also, it is tantamount to regarding jw
axis zeros as limiting cases of righr half plane zeros.
Last we shall suppose
e) when W N = so. arg
means limu-- arg P ( ~ W N - X )
Obviously

*

We are concerned with testing a prescribed real rational function
w(s) for strict positive realness. This is defined as followed: w(s) =
p(s)/q(s) with p(.) and q(.) polynomial is smctly positive real if [I]
all finite zeros of q(s) lie in Re[s] < 0

IZepCjw)
4(3w)

(1)

> 0 for all real w

These requirements can be used to conclude that the order of p is one
less than, equal to or one greater than the order of q. In applications,
the first two cases (corresponding to properness of w ) are generally
more relevant. When w and w - I are proper, the second requirement
becomes

for some integer n (depending on WI and wz). In the sequel, we
shall work with quantities like arg $$$, which are evaluated using
the values assumed by p(jw) at discrete frequencies. One of our
concems will be to ensure that these values are in fact identical with
A: argp(jw), i.e., n = 0 in (4).
11. STABlLllY TESTING

The following result is a modified version of the result of 151:
Theorem 2.1: Let p(s) be a dth degne real polynomial. Then a
necessary and sufticient condition that p(s) is Hurwia, i.e., all mots
lie in Re[s] < 0, is that there exist frequencies 0 = wo < wl <
< W N = m such that

...

Strict positive real functions arise in a number of applications. for
example. adaptive systems [Z], [3] and robust systems 141. Other
tools for working with robust systems include the concept of a value
set. which is typically the set of values assumed by a m s f e r function
or a polynomial at a fixed frequency when the coefficients vary over
some defined set. While theoretically knowledge of a value set at all
frequencies may be required for some purpose, practicalities dictate
that it can only be computed at a finite number of frequencies. This
fact prompts the general question: to what extent can pkpenies such
as stabilitv of a oolvnomial
or strict uositive realness of a m s f e r
,
function be inferred by examining behavior at isolated frequencies.
In (51481, the stability problem is examined. This is reviewed
in'section 11. In Section 111, we state a result for strict positive real
functions. Some additional observations for discrete-time systems are
contained in Section IV, and Section V conrains concluding remarks.
One notational convention to be used in the paper is as follows. For
p(s) a polynomial. assumed to be nonzero for s = jw, w E [w~.uzl,
a) arg P(j",)
is assumed to lie in (-a,=]
P(JWl1
b) A;: argp(jd) denotes the actual change in argument as w
moves from w1 to wz

.

<
0 < arg- P
~(jwk-1)

,

Note that in 151, the condition (5) is not presenr' It is then possible
to obtain a counterexample. Consider the polynomial p(s) = (s- I ) ~ ,
and select wo = 0,wl = 1 and wz = m. Then a r g p b w ~ =
) rr and
in accord with the convention set out in Section I,

+

(jwz=
) 2n = 4(?r/2)
p(jwl)
arg ~
P(~WO)
P(IWI)

(7)

The pmblem is that

but this negative change of argument is interpreted as a positive
change s due to the mod2n effect always present when arguments
are computed just using data at discrete points. Correct proofs of
i'heorem 2.1 mav be found in r7l
. . and 181.
..
Notice that the theorem says nothing about how to chwse the wi,
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The following Corollary will be used in the next section.
Curnilor?.2.1: Let p(sl be a dth degree real polynomial. Suppose
( 5 ) and (6) hold. Then

Pmof: Let

ILL.

with the equality following from the Corollary of Section 11 and the
inequalities from stability and the theorem hypotheses

I1

p(juk) arg - A:;-, irrgp
P(JU~-11
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< A:,_,

argp

< A::_,

~ ( ~ d k <) a/4.
argp = arg l)(~Uk-l -

€

d

[,dk-,.dkl

be such [hat

A,:_, argp = arg- I I ( ~ ~ L-. ?) a n k
~(ldk-,)

(10)

The condition of the corollary ensures that p IS stable md so
A::_, argp > 0. In vlew of (5). r t k 5 0. Adding the identities
(10) yields

O 5 A;& argq

< A;:_, argq = arg 2

€ [dk-,,dk)

Now observe the three inequalities
-a12

(Jdk-0
< arg ~< n/2

'J(~dk)

<

The left-hand side is da/2 since p is stable. Using (6). it follows that
0 <A:,-, argp a14
4 E [rik-l.dkl
C nk = 0. Since nk 0.nk = 0 for all k, as required.
Remarks: The theorem can be extended in various directions. [71.
0 A 2 argq a14
J € [wk-t,dk]
Thus one can consider other stability regions, among which the unit
circle will be of significant interest (see Section IV). Also. one
could treat polynomials with zeros to the left and to the right of. yield on summation
the imaginary axis, and relate expressions such as that on the lefr of
-,/2 < arg
<
(6) to the zero distribution, without necessarily being able to obtain
djw)
it exactly.
Likewise. we can sum the inequality

<

<

<

(18)
(19)

PO,

m. s m POSITIVE REALNESS TEST
In this secuon, we shall establish the following result
n e o ~ r 3.1:
n
Let p(s),q(s) be real polynomials of degree d. with
positive leading coefficients. Then p(s)/q(s) is strictly positive real
if and only if there exist frequencies w. = 0 < wi < . < YIN = m
such that

-r/2

~ ( j w k ) < n/2
< arg 4(1*k-1)

with the easily established inequalities
-,/4

5 A,:

argp

<0

- ~ / 42 A:~-' argq

w E [wi-l,w*j

<0

w E

[wk-t,wkl

(22)
(23)

We obtain on summation

From (20) and (24), we obtain

-,I2

( jw k- I )< lr/2
< arg ~d j ~ k )

-7712 <

P
< ,/2
arg -

and the SPR property is established.
As noted earlier in the inmduction p(s)/q(s) can be SPR with
degp and degq differing by zero or f1. bi case the two degrees
are not equal. the statement of Theorem 3.1 needs to be amended so
! are replaced
that the strict inequalities in (17) and (16) with k = V
by nonstrict inequalities. The proof is changed marginally. We shall
consider the case when degq = degp 1. Then (17) and (18, 19)
d < 30
become for k = 3 and ww-I

<

4(j~k-1)

Pmof: Assume p(s)/q(s) is SPR. This implies p(s) and q(s)
are stable. Then it is possible to find wo. w1,. . ., with (11) and (12)
holding, just because argp(jw) and argq(jw) are continuous and
monotone increasing in d , and are always well defined; also. (15)
and (16) follow by the continuity of p(jw)/q(jw).p(jw) and q(jw).
and the fact that (due to the SPR pmpeny) arg $$ € ( - ~ / 2 . ~ / 2 )
for all w. Last, (13) and (14) follow from the stablllty of q (part of
the SPR definition) and of p (an easy and standard consequence of when
the SPR definition).
To prove the conaary. observe that from (12) and (14). we can
conclude that q(.) is stable [as is p(.), from (11) and (13)l. Also.

-r/2

+

5 arg p(?dx-~) < ~
~(JwN)

/ 2

O < A F a r g q < a14
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Similarly, the following modification of (16) is established by slight
adjusunenr of the preceding inequalities:
( i w<
) n/2
-n
arg ~
s(jwi
From (26) and (27) comes the SPR condition (2).
Notice that the integers N and d are necessarily related by

<

V
I

> 2d

(27)

-n/2
(28)

in distinction to the condition for testing stability, which was .V
d/2, see (8).

>

The following results can be achieved by the same ar@ments as
led to Theorem 2.1 and 3.1. Proofs are omitted.
Theorem 4.la: Let p(z) be a dth degree real polynomial in z.
Then a necessary and sufficient condition that alt roots of p(z) lie in
Irl < 1is that there exist frequencies 0 = lil~
< W I < ... < W N = n
such that
0

< arg

P(q?dk)
P(=pjwk-1)

-

P
p(exp -jut-I)

]<

(31)

and

P('"P-'"
is assigned a value in the set
where arg p(exp
-,url!)
(-n - d(wk - dk-,),.n - d(wk - WL-I)].
Corresponding to Theorem 3.1, we have
Theorem 4.2: Let p(z),q(z) be real polynomials of degree d in
z. Then p(z)/q(:) is strictly positive real if and only if there exist
frequenciesw, = 0 < wl < . . . < u N = n s u c h t h a t

0 < arg ~ ( e x ~ j w k<) a/4
~ ( e x p j w k - I )O < a r g n(expiwk) < n/4
~ ( e x p j w k -)~-

(34)

~ ( e x ~ j w k=) drr
c a r s
*=I
~(expjwk-l)

(35)

q(expjwk) = da
~(expjwk-~

(36)

k=l

< arg

(37)

~(expjwk) <
~(expiwk-1)

(38)

Of panicular interest is the case where p(z)/q(r) corres~ondsto
a fin~teimpulse response:
W(Z)= w ,

+ w ~ i - ' + ... + w ~ z - ~

~n
this case, q(z) = rd. The conditions (33) and (35) are unchanged.
The others specialize to

O<wk-wr-15

R
4d

(39)

<

Note that for (29) and (30) to hold it is necessary that N > d.
in distinction to the continuous time problem. Since discrete time
m s f e r functions and polynomials often use z-I as the variable, we
note the following variant of Theorem 4.la:
Theorem 4.Ib:
Let p(r-') be a dth degree real polynomial in
r-' with a nonzero consmt tern. Then a necessary and sufficient
condition that p(z0-') = 0 implies 1 ~ 0 1 < 1 is that there exist
frequencies 0 = 30 < WI... < wru = n such that

- wr-I) + arg

- ~ / 2< arg ~ ( e x ~ j w ki- l< n/2
q(expiwk

Note that (39) imposes a necessary (but not sufficient) condition on
the closeness of the frequencies at which p has to be evaluated [The
requirement (33) imposes another condition. which may or may not be
met when (39) is used]. In particular, (39) implies that N 4d. The
real dth degree polynomial p(.) can be interpolated from knowledge
of its values at 2 real points and $(d- 1) complex points. but when it
comes to checking the positive realness of p(z-l) one must consider
at least two real points and 4d 1 complex points. ie. about 8 times
as many points.

>

-

In this paper, we have clariiied the statement of a result on the
checking of polynomial stability via examination of the polynomial
values at a finite set of points. and we have extended the ideas
to present tests for strict positive realness. There are a number of
directions in which the results could be funher extended. In the
stability area, these could include zero distribution determination,
degree of stability verification, generation of Lyapunov functions (say
for a maaix constructed with interpolated values of a polynomial
~ ( 8 ) ) .and inclusion of interpolation data off the imaginary axis.
Further, if a polynomial has a prescribed degree of stability, it is
probably possible to derive insights into the spacing of the wi that
would assist in their choice. A number of these ideas could also be
taken up for the SPR problem. In addition, one could write down
(fairly easily in fact) a strictly bounded real condition using data at
discrete points.
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Effect of L o o p Delay o n Stability o f Discrete-Time PLL
J.

w.M.

I. INTRODUCTION
Digital PLL's inherently have a discrete-time (DT) nature and often
contsn a loop delay. This delay may take the forn of latency that is
introduced to facilitate implementation at high sampling rates [7], 151.
[2], or it may forn an inre& p m of the phase detector. as in certain
timing recoveqi schemes [SI. [91. In both cases the presence of the
delay will restrict the stability region of the PLL. This restriction
can-be critical to system perfo&ance when loop bandwidths are
high. as they often are during acquisition [2]. It is exactly in these
circumstances that the behavior of the DT PLL cannot readilv be
approximated by that of its continuous-time (CT) c o u n t e r p i [7].
Past results regarding the stability range of CT PLL's [lo], [6], [I]
are, therefore. not necessarily relevant to DT PLL's.
In this paper we analyze the stability region of the first- and secondorder DT PLL in the presence of a loop delay of JI 0 sampling
intervals. The analysis is an extension of one that was used by Kabal
to assess the effect of delayed adjustment in adaptive filters [4]. These
filters are similar to the first-order DT PLL, and the stability range
admits a similar analytic description (Section 11). The second-order
PLL is of greater practical interest than the first-order PLL because
of its ability to handle frequency errors with no steady-state phase
error [6]. For this PLL we derive a parametric description of the
stability region (Section 111) and we compare this region with that of
the second-order CT PLL as given by Lindsey [61 (Section IV).
For the sake of completeness we mention that the statistical effects
of a loo0 delav on the first- and second-order DT PLL have been
studied in [5] for the specific case '\I = 1. That paper. however. is
not concerned with stability regions.

>

11. FIRST-ORDER
PLL
Fig. 1 depicts the phasedomain model of a first-order DT PLL with
a loop delay of .\{ sampling intervals. The input phase or-is tracked
by a VCO that is modeled as an ideal integrator with output phase
Manuscript received September 13. 1994. This paper was recommended by
Associate Editor M. P. Kennedy.
The author is with Philips Research Laboratories. 5656 AA Eindhoven.
The Netherlands.
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AbsLmeI-The stability regions of the first- and seeond-order ducret*
time PLL in the presence of a Imp delay are analyzed. The region
of the seeond-order PLL is e o m n a d with that of its continuous-time
counterpart.

or firs[-Order PLL
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Fig. 2. Stability range of fint-order DT PLL as a funcrionof the imp delay
.I[,

~ i 3. ~ phase.damain
.
model of high-gain second-arder PLL wirh a imp
delay of M
intervals.

ok. The operator 2-' denotes a delay of one sampling interval. The
A
phase error Ar = &k - $ ~ kserves as the VCO input q k after being
delayed across iW sampling intervals and scaled by the total openloop gain Kt. Frequency offsets and additive noise are immaterial to
stability ranges and are therefore not modeled For IM = 0 there is
still a delay of one sampling interval in the loop. This delay is due
to the integrator and is needed to keep the loop physically realizable.
In Appendix A it is shown that the loop is stable provided that
II

0 5 I<t5 2 s i n .
?(2M

+ 1)'

(1)

This expression is equivalent to the one of [4] for the stability range of
the LMS adaptive filter with delayed adjustment. Ranges are depicted
as vertical bars in Fig. 2. For IW = 1 the stability range is already
halved with respect to a loop without delay (ilf = 0). For IM >> 1the
upper edge of the range is well approximated by h; n / ( 2 M + 1).

--

m.

S E C O N D - O R D ~ PLL

For brev~tywe restrict attention to the high-gain second-order PLL
(Fig. 3). Stability regions of other second-order PLL's are identical
because only the numerator of the closed-loop transfer function differs
[7]. The loop filter now has a proportional and an integrating path
with total open-loop gains h-j and Ii;, respectively. Any gain of
the phase detector and/or VCO is accommodated in Ki and li';.
Except for the loop filter the PLL model is identical to that of Fig. I.
Stability regions are analyzed in Appendix B and are depicted in
Fig. 4 for various delays IM. Even a small loop delay reduces the
stability region rather dramaucally as compared to a loop without
delay (M = 0). For the sake of a comparison with the second-order
(JT PLL we will rephrase these regons in terns of parameters w:

